Year 3 Summer, Geography

Rainforests and Biomes
(How does the earth stay alive? Are we harming the planet?)
Working towards ...Making own terrariums

Children will be learning about rainforests and biomes, and looking at the
Amazon River. Also, they will look at differences between North and
South America.

This time children will

Prior Learning (skills and knowledge)
Previously, Chn have …
• Learnt about Living Things and their Habitats in Year 2 Science (spring)
• Mapped the world’s continents and oceans in Year 2
• Studied the Regents Canal in Y1 and Thames in Y2
• Locate key rivers on maps and in Atlases.
• Compared the key features of the River Nile and the River
Amazon
• Describe and understand key aspects of the physical geography of rivers
• Ask and answer geographical questions about the physical
and human characteristics of a location

Key vocabulary to be taught/embedded
General vocab: Amazon, river, Brazil, rainforest,
biomes, Equator, Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn, tropical, tribes, vegetation belts, temperature

Essential geography skills
• Name and locate counties and cities of the UK, geographical
regions ad their identifying human and physical characteristics, key topographical features (including hills, mountains,
coasts and rivers), and land-use patterns; and understand
how some of these aspects have changed over time
• Identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude,
Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic circle,
the Prime/ Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including
day and night)
• Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography,
including biomes and vegetation belts
• Explain own views about locations, giving reasons, ask and
answer geographical questions about the physical and human characteristics of a location, use a range of resources to
identify the key physical and human features of a location.
• Ask and answer geographical questions about the physical
and human characteristics of a location
• Use a range of resources to identify the key physical and
human features of a location

Rainforests: trees, layers, emergent, canopy, understorey, forest floor, deforestation

Biomes: vegetation, vegetation belts, soil, climate,
wildlife, tundra, forest, grassland, desert, ecosystem

Linked texts
The Great Kapok Tree by Lynne Cherry
Non fiction books about rainforests and biomes

Key content
 Mapping:

• Locate the Equator and The Tropic of Cancer and Capricorn on maps
• Locate the Amazon, Amazon River and Brazil on maps
• Locate North America and South America
 Understand that the places in between The Tropics are tropical and have a hot climate all year around
 Develop atlas skills:
• Use the key to understand the vast size of rainforests, in particular the Amazon
• Temperature of places where the rainforests are
 Deforestation– introduction to what this means, and it’s impact on the world (this will be explored in more detail in
UKS2)
 Look at the different layers– (Emergent, Canopy, Understorey and Forest floor)- What are the differences between
them? What purpose does each layer have?
Explore wood and trees as a resource
Look at the tribes that live in the Amazon. Why do they live there? How are they different to us? What is their lifestyle
like?
 Look at changes over time in the Amazon. Look at pictures from a set time period and compare to today. What do you
notice? What has changed? What impact do you think this has on animals? Humans? Plants? Etc.
Look at other rainforests in the world– Where are they located? Identify them on maps. What do you notice about the
rainforest locations? What do they all have that is the same/similar? Different?
 Teach the vocabulary biomes (area characterised by it’s climate and the plants and animals that exist there) and vegetation belts (regions of the world that are home to certain plant species determined by the climate) for the children to understand what they are
Explore different biomes in the world- (tundra, forest, grassland, desert). Where are they located? Compare biomes in
North America and South America. What is the difference? Why? (Link to The Tropics and the Equator)
 Make own terrariums

